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About This Game

!NOW WITH IN-GAME LEVEL EDITOR!

Quite a different zombie game - this time YOU are the zombie! Command your infested comrades, fight your way to freedom
and let the zombie kind dominate the world!

In I, Zombie you play as the leader of a zombie horde and your goal is to infect all humans on the map. Whenever you infect a
human you turn him into a one of your kind and you can use him against armed soldiers. You're also able to command your

horde to either attack the enemies, follow you or wait for orders. Each scenario requires tactical approach and careful planning
to achieve success.
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The description is a bit deceptive as it suggests there is some tactical variability, but the game is really just a puzzle game with a
limited window for success (and therefore variation) and hides the definitions for most "success" until a mission is over. No real
replayability and relatively few missions, and community offerings (maps) seem to be poor quality. Probably not worth your
time even if it was free.
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